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ANSWERS:
Practising1aLanguage
Practising Language
and 1b 1a and 1b
Word roots, prefixes and suffixes
English is a very flexible language and we
can create new words by adding prefixes
and suffixes to existing words.

P1a


Make as many words as you can by using the root words with a prefix or a suffix:
Prefix

Root word

kind

able

wave
space
friend
copy
child
graph
clock
communications

hood

telegraph
telescope
aerospace
kindness

friendship
childhood
clockwise
photocopiable

photo
micro
tele
hydro
aero

Suffix

plane

scope

electricity

photocopy
photograph
microscope
microwave

wise
ness
ship

P1b


Sub- is a prefix that has several meanings, including part of a whole
(a subset), smaller and less important (a sub-plot), below or under something
(substandard). All the answers to this puzzle begin with sub-:

s u b
s u b
s u
s
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MA R
S T  T
s u b 
b S T A
u b T R


U
E
N
A

N
T
C
C
C

E
E
T
E
T

A ship that can travel under water
Member of a sports team who replaces another
An idea or situation that you talk or write about
A particular type of solid, liquid or gas
To take one number away from another

ANSWERS:
Practising1bLanguage
Practising Language
and 1c 1b and 1c

s

s
s

u b
u b

u b

W
M E R G
s u b U
T  T L

A
E
R
E

Y
D
B
S

A tunnel you can walk through to go under a road
To be completely under water
An area near a large city away from the centre
A translation of what people are saying in a
foreign language in a film or TV programme

P1c


Fill in the blanks with the right numbers:













3 languages fluently.
An octogenarian has lived between 80 and 90 years.
1 wheel.
It was difficult to ride the unicycle as it had only
There are 100 centilitres and 1000 millilitres in a litre.
4 women singers.
The sextet consisted of two men and
The bicentenary of an event is exactly 200 years after it took place.
4 sets of clothes.
When the family had quadruplets, they had to buy
If we go back in time for two millennia, we have gone back 2000 years.
Ruben is trilingual and can speak

Now write the clues for this puzzle:

p e n t
u
d e
m
t

A five-sided shape
An imaginary horse-like creature with one horn
A sport made up of 10 different sports
A long speech made by one person
Three babies born together
A bike with four big tyres
Divide into two equal halves
Your clue for octopus: a sea animal with eight tentacles

a
n
c
o
r

g
i
a
n
i
q
b i

Some pre
fixes
tell us ho
w many,
e.g. bi noc
ulars
have two
parts,
one for ea
ch eye.
The prefix
bi means tw
o.

o
c
t
o
p
u
s

n
o
h
l
l
a
e

r
l
o
e
d
c

n
o
g
t
b
t

n
u e
s
i k e
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Practising Language
and 2b 2a and 2b
ANSWERS:
Practising2aLanguage
Exploring the origins
of names

P2a
쏋


A name is something we all
have…and not just us, but the
world around us.
쏋


The largest number of place names describe
the geographical features of the area, e.g.
Fishlake (on a lake), Longford (beside a ford
over a river). Which place name goes with
which geographical feature?

Blackheath

near a river crossing

Swansea

in a valley

Broadwater

beside a river or lake

Cambridge

in a wooded area

Borrowdale

on the coast

Place names also come from history. Names ending in -borough come
from the Old English word for town, -chester comes from the Roman
word for camp, -by comes from the Viking word for farm or town.
Find some more historical place names with the aid of an atlas.

EXAMPLE

Ending in
-borough

Peterborough
Farnborough
Loughborough

Ending in
-chester

Ending in
-by

Manchester
Colchester
Winchester

Whitby
Grimsby
Derby

P2b
쏋


Personal names – first names and surnames – also have fascinating origins.
Put the names in the orange box into one of these common types.
See if you can add one more of your own:
Underhill
Clark
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Smith Wise Wood
Redhead
MacDonald

Taylor Davidson Brown
Meadows O’Connell

Practising Language
and 2c 2b and 2c
ANSWERS:
Practising2bLanguage

EXAMPLE
Describes a job

Describes where
they come from

Describes family
or tribe

Describes
characteristics

Smith
Taylor
Clark
Baker

Underhill
Wood
Meadows
Rivers

Davidson
MacDonald
O’Connell
McPherson

Wise
Brown
Redhead
StrongThink

of the
names of
people
you know
or
characters
in books
or on TV.

P2c
쏋


Test your knowledge and reasoning powers by answering
this quiz about the origins of all sorts of other names.
쐌


Which day of the week is named after a planet?
Friday

쐌


쏋


쏋


April

쏋


March

쏋


June

쏋



쏋


July

쏋



November 쏋


September 쏋


쏋



pencil

쏋


crayon

쏋


chalk

쏋


쏋


turquoise

쏋



maroon

쏋


beige

쏋


쏋


pancake

쏋


spaghetti

쏋


hamburger 쏋



Which type of reference book was named after a Greek god?
dictionary

쐌


Tuesday

Which item of food is named after a town in Germany?
hot dog

쐌


쏋



Which colour is named after a country?
crimson

쐌


Saturday

Which writing instrument is named after the person who invented it?
biro

쐌


쏋


Which month is named after a Roman emperor?
February

쐌


Monday

Which month is named after a Roman goddess?
May

쐌


쏋


쏋


thesaurus

쏋


atlas

쏋



encyclopaedia 쏋


쏋


kettle

Which household article is named after its inventor?
radio

쏋


hoover


쏋


oven

쏋
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ANSWERS:
Practising3aLanguage 3a
Practising
Language
Become a proof-reader!
Proof-read your own work by
reading it through carefully and
correcting any mistakes before
you give it to anyone else to read.

P3a
쏋


Check the spelling in this passage, underline any
misspelt words and write out the corrections:

Swimming and why I lik
e it

generally
favourite
necessary
great
pleasure
people
popular
competitions
developed
쏋


I’ve always enjoyed wa
ter sports generaly
but swimming is my fa
vourate. As well as
being a nesessary life-sa
ving skill, swimming
is a grate source of relax
ation and plesure
for peeple of all ages.
Swimming was populer
in ancient Greece and
Rome and swimming
competions developpe
d in the nineteenth
centurie. Races were inc
ludid in the first of
the modern Olympic Ga
mes in 1896 and water
sports are now practised
all over the wurld.

century
included

In this passage, some of the punctuation and capital letters may be missing.
Insert the punctuation and underline where there ought to be capital letters:

,

”

“ What s the attraction of scuba diving? asked Simon,

,

looking at photos of his uncle s holiday in Egypt.

“

,

,

“ well ” replied his uncle. There s another whole

.

world under the water you can see fascinating creatures
and strange rock formations. Sometimes you can even
explore wrecks of ships hundreds of years old.”
“ Do you find gold and treasure?”
“ no, but there are sometimes objects that show us

”

how people lived in ancient times.
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ANSWERS:
Practising3bLanguage
Practising
Language
and 3c 3b and 3c

P3b
쏋


Now make sure the grammar is correct. Cross out any wrong
words and write the correct form in neatly:

my mother and me

The police asked I and my mother if we had witnessed the

Look out fo
r singular
and plural
forms, verb
s
being used
correctly
and no dou
ble
negatives.

drink

accident. We said that we was sitting in a café having a drinks when it

anything
hit

happened. We didn’t see nothing but we heard the brakes screech and
looked round. A car had hitted a tree.

was
people ran
he
shocked. He said she had swerved to miss a dog.
said
The policeman says that dogs should be kept on a lead in built-up areas.
badly
his
Several person run to see if the driver was injured, but he wasn’t only

I felt sorry for the driver as their car was bad damaged.

P3c
쏋


In these sentences, one word has been mixed up with another word which
is similar in meaning or spelling. Underline the wrong word and write the
correct word in the box.
쐌


The population of Britain is appropriately
sixty million people.

쐌


A panda is the syllable for the World Wide
Fund for Nature.

쐌


However our playground is not very big, it has
some very good equipment.

although

쐌


When following a recipe, make sure you have
all the materials.

ingredients

쐌


The discovery of the smartphone has made
a difference to communications.

쐌


The cup final was watched by millions of
TV spectators.

approximately
symbol

invention
viewers
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Practising Language
and 4b 4a and 4b
ANSWERS:
Practising4aLanguage
Active and passive
A dog ate my sandwiches.

My sandwiches
were eaten
by a dog.

What’s the difference? The first
sentence is active and the
subject (a dog) does the
action.
The second sentence is passive
and the subject (my
sandwiches) is on the receiving

P4a
쏋


Identify which sentences are active by writing A
in the box and which are passive by writing P:
쐌


The team scored four goals but still lost
the match.

쐌


Susie’s just written a lovely poem.

P
A

쐌


My bedroom is going to be redecorated
this summer.

P

쐌


Ben was given a skateboard for Christmas
by his uncle.

P

쐌


I was reading in the bath when the magazine
fell in the water.

쐌


By next year the new bypass will have been built.

쐌


Thousands of fans travelled to see the big match.

A
P
A

P4b
쏋


Write these sentences in the passive without changing the
meaning and keeping to the same tense, i.e. past/present/future, etc.:
쐌


My father can repair the computer.
The computer

쐌


The teacher handed Darren a pile of books to give out.
Darren

쐌


can be repaired by my father.

was handed a pile of books to give out.

Australians speak English.

English is spoken by Australians.
쐌


24

Year 6 are organising a cake sale.

A cake sale is being organised by Year 6.

Many verb
s can
be used in
the
active and
the passiv
e.

Practising Language
and 4c 4b and 4c
ANSWERS:
Practising4bLanguage

쏋


In this example – The tree was cut down – we are more interested in
the fact that the tree has been cut down, rather than who did or might
have done it. Rewrite these sentences, putting the emphasis on the action
by writing in the passive:
쐌


Somebody built this bridge in the eighteenth century.

This bridge was built in the eighteenth century.
쐌


People elected the Prime Minister by a large majority.

The Prime Minister was elected by a large majority.
쐌


The passiv
e is
used when
we are
more conc
erned
with what
is done
than with
who
did it.

Everyone has made too many mistakes.

Too many mistakes have been made.
쐌


Some people are going to perform a short play in assembly.

A short play is going to be performed in assembly.
P4c
쏋


The passive is often used in formal English, e.g. Tickets may be obtained by
phone or email means If you want a ticket you need to phone up or send an
email. Now imagine you are explaining what these mean to someone much
younger than you:
AMPLE
EX

쐌


Further information can be provided on request.

f you want to know more, just ask.
쐌


This portion of the ticket is to be given up on entrance.

As you go in, give in this part of your ticket.
쐌


Breakages must be paid for.

f you break anything, you have to pay for it.
쏋


Finish these sentences in an interesting way using the passive and your imagination!
쐌


쐌


was painted over a hundred years ago by one of my
great-grandparents.
A new shopping centre is going to be opened by the Prime Minister, just
up the road from where we live.
This picture

25

Practising Language
ANSWERS:
Practising5aLanguage 5a
Read all about it!
Action for Animals

The RSPCA, the Royal Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals, is a charity that
works for animal welfare.

P5a
쏋


Read these statements
carefully. Tick T if they
are true according to
the passage, or F if
they are false, and then
write a correction:
쐌


Beach Donkeys
Donkeys need lunch br
eaks! With school holid
ays just
around the corner, the
RSPCA is making sure
that the
donkeys on Britain’s be
aches are fit and well ca
red for.
Beach donkeys and ho
rses must only work a se
venhour day and have at lea
st one hour for lunch –
plus a day
off each week. RSPCA
inspectors, along with
staff from
the Donkey Sanctuary
in Devon and the local
council,
have visited Blackpool
Beach to give the donk
eys an
annual check-up.
There are about 850 do
nkeys working on beac
hes
in the UK and they all
have to be licensed.
Remember, if you weigh
more than eight
stone, you’re too heavy
(and probably
too old!) for a donkey rid
e.
www.rspca.org.uk

Beach donkeys are only allowed
to work about 50 hours per week. T

F 

They can work a maximun of 42 hours per week.
쐌


Horses also work on beaches. T 

쐌


There are eight hundred and fifty donkeys working on Blackpool Beach. T

F
F 

There are about 850 donkeys working on beaches across the U.K.
쐌


Donkey rides are for adults as well as children. T

F 

Adults are normally too heavy for donkeys.
쏋


Explain in your own words what a donkey sanctuary is: EXAMPLE

A special place for donkeys who have not been well treated and
need care and attention.
쏋
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Explain in your own words what ‘they all have to be licensed’ means: EXAMPLE

All donkeys have to be officially registered to be allowed to
work on the beaches.

Practising Language
ANSWERS:
Practising5bLanguage 5b

P5b
쏋


Sum up in one sentence:
쐌


EXAMPLE

쐌


What the problem is.

Thousands of animals a
year are injured or
seriously frightened by
fireworks.
What the RSPCA are doing about it.

The RSPCA carried out a
survey amongst vets in 2001
and have been gathering
further evidence since then.
쐌


What a solution could be.

Very loud fireworks should
be forbidden by law.
쏋


쏋


Firework Facts
A shocking RSPCA surve
y of vets
in England and Wales
found that in
2001, 4,852 animals we
re treated
for firework-related injur
ies and/or
prescribed sedatives be
cause they
were so frightened by
the loud
bangs and flashes.
Between October and
November
2001, the Society receive
d 776 reports of
firework-related incide
nts involving animals.
A growing number of pe
ople share the RSPCA’s
view that this is unacce
ptable.
New evidence gathered
by the RSPCA over the
last year highlights the
need for regulations un
der
the new Fireworks Act
to limit the use of firewo
rks
and reduce firework no
ise levels.
Findings from experts on
noise and firework
construction reveal that
the louder fireworks
should be altered or re
moved from public sale
to
minimise the risk of ca
using distress to animals
.
www.rspca.org.uk

Find words in the passage
that mean:

Act

쐌


a law passed by a country’s government

쐌


official rules

쐌


information that you discover after doing research

regulations
evidence, findings

Your school is going to organise a fireworks party.
Based on what you have read, what advice would you give the organisers?

Choose fireworks that are not too loud. Make sure all animals
are kept well away. Advise people living nearby to keep their
animals indoors.
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Practising Language
ANSWERS:
Practising5cLanguage 5c

P5c
d a campaign calling
The RSPCA has launche
e sale and ownership
for tighter controls on th
als.
of dangerous wild anim
derstand what looking
Many people do not un
really entails – until it
after an exotic animal
as, for example, can be
is too late. Adult iguan
six-and-a-half feet in
aggressive, grow up to
rature and humiditylength and need a tempe
size of a single bedroom
controlled vivarium the
to live in.
t owners should
The RSPCA believes pe
animal’s needs and
thoroughly research an
onment can be
make sure the right envir
any animal on.
provided before taking

쏋


animals such as
Under law, some exotic
diles and poisonous
certain monkeys, croco
ct to a Dangerous
species, should be subje
ence issued by a local
Wild Animal (DWA) lic
rvey revealed around
authority. An RSPCA su
ly held – which it fears
320 licences are current
entation of the true
is a serious under-repres
ld animals kept. These
number of dangerous wi
that council officials
licences not only mean
ts but that the animals’
check safety requiremen
ed.
welfare is also monitor

www.rspca.org.uk

Explain what an exotic pet is and list some examples:

EXAMPLE

An exotic pet is one that is unusual and probably from a distant
country, e.g. lizards, snakes, monkeys, etc.
쏋


What’s the purpose of having licences?

It means that the animal is officially registered and will be
inspected to make sure it is being looked after properly.
쏋


Why is the RSPCA not content with the current system of licences
and what more is it trying to do?

The RSPCA want to make sure that it is not possible to buy or
own an exotic pet unless you have a licence for it.
쏋
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Your friend is interested in snakes and is planning to buy a python!
What would you say?

Find out how to take care of a python and be aware that you
will need a special licence and have inspections.

Practising
Language
ANSWERS:
Practising6 Language 6
Read all about it!

Reading stories helps us to think about what motivates us
to do what we do and to look at what the consequences
of our actions may be. As you read, think about how you
would feel in a similar situation.

THE JOURNAL

THE JOURNAL

ylie glared at Shona and Anna deep
in conversation in a corner of the
playground. She just didn’t feel like running over
to them to chat. Miss Hunt had started it all.
“A new girl’s coming tomorrow,” she’d told
Year 6. “She’s called Anna and I’m going to ask
Shona if she wouldn’t mind looking after her for
the first week.”
Shona was, of course, the obvious choice as
she’d started new at the school herself in Year 4
and Kylie hadn’t minded sharing her best friend at
the beginning. Then things had begun to go wrong.
It seemed that every time Kylie wanted to see
Shona, Anna was already there.
Kylie’s mother found her in tears one evening.
“I think it would be a good idea if you had other
friends too,” she said gently. “Would you like to
invite somebody else round over the weekend?”
Her brother’s advice was simpler. “Show you’re
OK without her. She’ll soon come running back
when she gets fed up with Anna.”
It was her sister, however, who gave her advice

K

that she followed straight away. “Why don’t you
start keeping a journal? Lots of writers do. They
write down everything they feel. That way you
don’t keep it all bottled up inside.”
So Kylie started writing all the negative, bad
things she felt in a journal. It seemed to help and she
began to feel less angry. Then she invited Emma for
a sleepover and discovered that they both liked the
same books and that Emma knew lots of good jokes.
On Monday, Shona came up to her in the
playground. “Do you want to come round after
school?”
Kylie shook her head. “No thanks,” she muttered.
“I don’t want to now we’re not friends any more and
you’re with Anna all the time.”
Shona looked astonished. “Of course we’re
friends,” she cried. “You’re my best mate. I’m only
being kind to Anna – that’s all...”
Anna barged in between them. She was waving
Kylie’s journal. “Listen to this, Shona,” she shouted.
“Wait till you hear what Kylie’s written about you.
You’ll never want to speak to her again.”

Ending 1

Ending 2

Ending 3

Shona stared at Anna and
then she looked at Kylie. She
seemed to be making a decision.
“Don’t you know that
journals are private, Anna?”
she cried. “It’s nobody’s
business what Kylie wrote – and
certainly not yours. Give it back
to her and then leave us alone.
She’s my best friend and we
need to talk to each other.”

Anna turned to a page and
read out loud in a mocking
voice: “Shona’s being really
mean to me and I don’t want
to be her friend any more.”
Kylie’s face burned with
shame and Shona’s burned with
rage. “If that’s how you feel,”
she shouted. “You’re right – we
aren’t friends any more. Come
on, Anna, let’s go.”

Anna opened the journal
and was just about to read
when it was snatched out of
her hand by Emma. “I heard
what was happening,” she
said quietly. “And I came to
stop it. Journals are private
and friendships are important.
Can’t we just all be friends
together?”
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Practising Language
and 6b 6a and 6b
ANSWERS:
Practising6aLanguage

P6a

EXAMPLE

쏋


Think about the different possible endings.
Which of the three endings did you like best?

쏋


Give at least two reasons why you liked it: EXAMPLE

3

 liked it because it was a surprise and it was the only ending
where everyone could be happy.

쏋


Suggest another possible ending (Kylie could respond or you could
introduce somebody else such as a teacher, etc.):

Miss Hunt walked over before anyone could speak. “ need four
girls to organise our class assembly,” she said cheerfully.
“ thought of you three and Emma. Would you like to do it?”
There was a pause and then Shona and Kylie both nodded.

P6b
쏋


In a short story like this, there is no room for lots of detailed explanations,
so readers have to work some things out for themselves.
쐌


Who do you think Miss Hunt is? Why do you think this? EXAMPLE

The class teacher for Year 6 because she organised someone
to look after Anna.
쐌


30

Why did the fact that Shona had been new in Year 4 make her ‘the obvious choice’
to look after Anna?

She would know what it was like to be new and know how to
help Anna settle in.

Practising Language
and 6c 6b and 6c
ANSWERS:
Practising6bLanguage

쏋


E
Why was Kylie in tears? EXAMPL

She was upset because she thought Shona liked Anna more than
her and was not her friend any more.
쏋


Who is Emma? Why did Kylie ask her round to her house? EXAMPLE

Emma is another girl at the school, most probably in the same
class and Kylie asked her round because she wanted to get know
her better and make some new friends.
P6c
쏋


EXAMPLE

Many people in their lives experience some of the feelings described here.
Try to see what issues the author is highlighting.
쐌


Why do you think keeping a journal might be useful for a person in a difficult situation?

t’s a way of getting it out of your system without hurting anyone
and it gives you a chance to reflect on a difficult situation.
쐌


Kylie’s mother, brother and sister all gave her advice.
Whose advice do you think was best? Give your reasons:

Her mother’s advice was good as it’s better to have a group of
friends and not be too dependent on one person.
쐌


Think of another piece of advice that you could have given Kylie in that situation:

Kylie could have asked Shona to have a talk with her and then
she could have asked her outright if they were still friends.
쏋


The different endings give the story different morals. Suggest what these could be:
쐌


Ending 1

쐌


Ending 2

쐌


Respect other people’s privacy or you won’t be respected yourself.

Be careful what you say or write about other people as they may find out!
Ending 3 It’s better to be friends with everyone and forgive and forget.
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Practising Language
and 7b 7a and 7b
ANSWERS:
Practising7aLanguage
Connecting words
and phrases
Sharpen up your sentences!
Make them more interesting by
using connecting words to
express more complex ideas.
쏋


P7a
쏋


When we speak and write, we often want to add an
explanation or an example to make our ideas clear:
Exciting children’s books usually make great films.

Exciting children’s books, for example, the Harry
Potter series, usually make great films.

Choose one of these ways of explaining to complete or continue
each of the sentences. Use a different one each time:

in other words

for instance

쐌


Surnames ending in -kins,
origins in family groups and tribes.

쐌


Free verse,
special rhythm when read aloud.

쐌


Team sports

such as

for instance

in other words

including
Watkins, have their

poetry that does not rhyme, has a

, including hockey, are generally played outdoors.

P7b
쏋


Connecting words and phrases make lists and sequences of events
easier to follow. Use some of these connectives to describe what happens
at lunch time at your school:

on the other hand first of all
meanwhile later sometimes

to begin with in contrast finally
normally often before generally

First of all the bell rings and normally we go to wash
our hands. We collect our packed lunches before going to the
hall, where we generally sit at the same tables to eat lunch.
Meanwhile, the younger children are out in the playground.
When we have finished eating we will finally go outside until it
is time for lessons to begin again.
EXAMPLE
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Practising Language
and 7c 7b and 7c
ANSWERS:
Practising7bLanguage

P7b
쏋


EXAMPLE

Sometimes we want to disagree or show both sides of an argument.
Effective ways of doing this are:

on the other hand
쐌


however

nevertheless

all the same

and yet

Disagree with this statement for four different reasons, using four different connectives:

On the other hand it teaches
them a lot about the world.

All the same, most people
watch it regularly.

Television is often criticised as
being a bad influence on children.

And yet it’s here to stay,
so we must live with it.
P7c
쏋


However parents can
always turn it off.

EXAMPLE

Practise using a whole variety of other connectives so that you can include
them in your own writing. Complete these sentences:
unless
You’d better
bring some
sandwiches

in case
so that
when

you plan to eat in a restaurant at lunch.
you feel hungry.
you don’t have to carry money to buy food.
we go on our picnic in the woods.

they wanted a chance of winning the competition,
Although there had been very little time to study,
Before coming along to the auditions,
As the director was a real perfectionist,
If

everyone
had to learn
their part
perfectly.
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and 8b 8a and 8b
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Practising8aLanguage
Be your own editor
Read through your own work
with a critical eye to see if there
are any improvements you
can make to your writing style.

P8a
쏋


Make these sentences
leap off the page by
rewriting with some
great verbs, adjectives
and adverbs:

Check to see if
you have used
vivid and powerful
words that really
paint a picture!
When I got up I
saw it was a
nice day.
G!
BORIN

When I leapt out of bed
I was dazzled by the sun
streaming cheerfully in
through the curtains.
OK!
When I crawled out of bed,
I saw the rain lashing
fiercely against the
rattling window.
OOL!

C

The curious children crept into the
old house, unaware of the strange shadow following them.

EXAMPLE 쐌 The children went into the old house.

The sea was so rough
that we were soaked by the spray and covered in blown sand.

쐌


The sea was calm and we had a good time on the beach.

쐌


Anya ate her tea and then told her mother about school.

Anya gobbled down
her tea and confessed to her mother that she’d lost her packed
lunch on the way to school.

P8b
쏋
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Read the following paragraphs for a project on the invention of clocks
and watches. Rewrite them using connectives. Your version should be shorter
and sound much better!

Practising Language
and 8c 8b and 8c
ANSWERS:
Practising8bLanguage
EXAMPLE

We live
live our
our lives
lives according
according
We
to
time.
We
have
to get
get up
up
to time. We have to
at a
a certain
certain time.
time. We
We have
have
at
to
go
to
school
or
go
to
work
to go to school or go to work
at a
a certain
certain time.
time. We
We have
have
at
to
go
to
bed
at
a
certain
time.
to go to bed at a certain time.
We would
would miss
miss our
our favourite
favourite
We
TV
programme
without
TV programme without
time. We
We wouldn’t
wouldn’t be
be able
able
time.
to
catch
trains
or
flights.
to catch trains or flights.
All day
day long
long now
now we
we look
look at
at clocks.
clocks.
All
In
the
past
people
used
the
passing
In the past people used the passing
of days
days and
and nights
nights to
to indicate
indicate time.
time.
of
Sundials
were
one
of
the
earliest
Sundials were one of the earliest
methods of
of measuring
measuring time.
time. Candles
Candles
methods
with marks
marks on
on them
them were
were another
another
with
method.
Water
clocks
were
used in
in
method. Water clocks were used
China. This
This was
was in
in the
the 14th
14th century.
century.
China.

Time rules our lives as we have to
get up, be at school or work and go
to bed at certain times. Without
clocks and watches it would be
impossible to make arrangements,
watch our favourite TV programmes
or catch trains or flights.
In the past, time was measured by
the passing of days and nights, until
sundials and candles were used.
Water clocks date back to 14th
century China.
Avoid

and
repetition
rt
o
h
s
f
lots o
.
s
e
c
n
sente

P8c
쏋


EXAMPLE

Rewrite these instructions for entering a painting
competition more formally using the passive:

Application forms may / can be obtained
by writing to the organisers. Paintings
can / may be in oil paint, watercolour or
acrylic. Paintings and application forms
must be submitted / sent in / received by
31st July. Winners will be notified by 1st
September and will be given / will
receive/ will be awarded a £50 voucher
to spend on art materials.

People can obtain the
application forms by writing
to the organisers. You can
do the paintings in oil paint,
watercolour or acrylic. Everyone
must send in their paintings and
application forms by 31st July.
The organisers will notify the
winners by 1st September
and the organisers
will give each winner
a £50 voucher.
Series 1

ANSWERS:
Practising9aLanguage 9a
Practising
Language
Vocabulary
Choose your words carefully.
They can be in and out of
fashion – just like clothes!

P9a
쏋
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Underline the words you consider old-fashioned and out of place in these
sentences. List them below with a modern equivalent:
쐌


“Look over yonder! There are black clouds so I’d better get the washing in,” announced Mum.

쐌


“Take a candle end and some matches,” advised Joe. “It’ll be dark in the tunnel.”

쐌


Sharon got a new wireless to listen to her favourite pop songs in her room.

쐌


“This is for thee,” said Uncle Mark as he handed me an old photo.

쐌


Grandpapa is going to come to school to talk about the war to our class.

쐌


After luncheon, we watched the big match on television.

쐌


My friends and I played some board games in the parlour after tea.
Old-fashioned word not in current use

Approximate modern equivalent

yonder
candle end (and matches)
wireless
thee
Grandpapa
luncheon
parlour

in the distance
torch
radio (iPod etc.)
you
Grandad / Grandpa etc.
lunch
sitting room / family room

ANSWERS:
Practising9bLanguage
Practising
Language
and 9c 9b and 9c
EXAMPLE

Albert

P9b
쏋


Here’s the opening
paragraph of a story
set in Victorian times.
Cross out any words
or names that are
too modern and
write in a suitable
alternative:

Mary

Wayne, the stable boy, and Britney, the parlour
maid, both had to work very hard for their master

Albert
prepare and light fires
turn on the central heating to make the house warm
carriages
and he had to make sure the cars were all clean.
Mary Britney had brush/clean
to vacuum all the carpets every day and go
market
to the supermarket. However, they had Sunday
and mistress. Wayne had to get up very early to

afternoons free and were very excited that

see an

week as they were going to be allowed to watch

engraving

a video of Queen Victoria as a special treat.

lovely

Mary
mothers

“That’ll be cool,” exclaimed Britney.

P9c
쏋


“Maybe we can borrow it to show our Mums.”

Every day new words and new meanings for old words are invented.
Some are only in fashion for a short time, while others get into the dictionary
and become part of the language. Some new words reflect new technology.
Write short definitions of the following: EXAMPLE

A CD with a film on it.
Google An internet search engine.
DVD

쏋


unwanted emails.
virus A malicious computer program.

spam

Some are compounds. Use the two parts of the word to explain:

Technology which stores spoken messages.
roadrage Angry behavious (rage) by a driver to another driver (road).
voicemail

쏋


Some describe new everyday items. Where do you think these names came from?

were originally designed for doing sport and for fitness training.
wheelie bins are bins with wheels so you can move them around.
trainers

쏋


Here’s a new word that mixes two words. Can you work out its meaning?

The TV programme was an example of faction.

It means a story made of real (fact) and imaginary (fiction) events.
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Practising
Language
and 10b10a and 10b
ANSWERS:
Practising10a
Language
Punctuation
Don’t underestimate the power
of punctuation! It would
be difficult to make sense of
what we read without it.

P10a
쏋


All the punctuation in
this passage has been lost!
Rewrite it and set it out
correctly:

the alien stared at darren with its one large luminous
pink eye take me to your leader it uttered in a low
mechanical voice darren stared back do you mean
the prime minister he asked he lives in london and
were up in scotland itll take a long time not in my
teletransporter replied the alien darren wondered
what his mum would say
and whether shed be
annoyed he hadnt done
his recorder practice

The alien stared at Darren with its one, large, luminous, pink eye.
“Take me to your leader,” it uttered in a low, mechanical voice.
Darren stared back. “Do you mean the Prime Minister?” he asked.
“He lives in London and we’re up in Scotland. It’ll take a long time.”
“Not with my teletransporter,” replied the alien.
Darren wondered what his mum would say and whether she’d be
annoyed he hadn’t done his recorder practice.
Use inter
e

sting
punctuati
on
where it c
an help
make your
writing cle
ar.

P10b
쏋


Identify the punctuation that is in red in these sentences.
Choose from this list:
semi-colon
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hyphen

brackets

dash

colon

쐌


The art club needs three kinds of paper: coloured, squared and blank.

쐌


We all had a great time surfing – even Mum had a go!

쐌


Some people wake up naturally early; others need an alarm clock.

ellipsis

colon
dash
semi-colon

Practising Language
and 10c10b and 10c
ANSWERS:
Practising10b
Language

쏋


쐌


And then he suddenly remembered...

쐌


Jade was broken-hearted when her hamster died.

쐌


Gareth rushed home because Oslo (his dog) was ill.

ellipsis
hyphen
brackets

Do you know the name of this * ? The anagram will help you.

asterisk

EKRITSAS
쐌


If you saw a word with * , what would you expect to see at the bottom of the page?

a footnote giving an explanation or more detail
P10c
We can use three
different kinds of
punctuation to insert
extra information
into a sentence:
쏋


commas:
dashes:

getting married.
Sonia (my cousin) is
runner in the class.
Ali is, I think, the best
to invite him – will
Guy – if I remember
y.
be coming to my part

Add extra information to these sentences using each of the ways above:
쐌

쐌

쐌


쏋


brackets:

– which you chose for me –
, who has a lovely voice,
My teacher
(to a safari park)
Our school trip
This pizza

Study these examples of the use of a colon
and a semi-colon. Then write the rule:
쐌


Colons are used

쐌


Semi-colons are used

to introduce a list
to separate two
related sentences

is the worst I’ve ever tasted.
is really good at reading stories.
lasted all day.
Three different types
of sandwiches
were available:
cheese, ham
salad and tuna.

I enjoyed the documentary;
the photography was amazing.

ANSWERS:
Practising11a
Language
Practising
Language
and 11b11a and 11b
Become a proof-reader!

to
^

the
you ^
some top tips. Follow these and will help to preserve our
^
you
environment and save precious resources. Did know that
are every ^
in Britain, 15 million plastic bottles used day, but only 3%
one ^ ^
are recycled? If you recycle just plastic bottle, you save
an ^
enough energy to power electric light bulb for six hours.
^ to
Plastic bags can cause injury wildlife so remember to
go
use ^
take your old bags and them again when you shopping.
^
is ^
Saving the world too important to be left to grown-ups!
^

It’s easy to make mistakes when
writing fast, so always try to
leave yourself enough time to
read through your work before
anyone else does.

We all have play our part in saving planet so here are

P11a
This passage makes some
interesting points, but is not
easy to read as words have
been missed out. Insert the
missing words neatly.

P11b
쏋


Cross out any wrong homophones and write the correct word above neatly:

our

When we go on are family holiday, we have certain rules. Nobody is

allowed

aloud to take more than one suitcase and you can choose what you’re

wear

sight
beach

going to where. One day we go site-seeing and the next day we have

quiet

fair

bored

Homoph
ones can
be tricky,
so always
check that
you
have used
the
right word
!

a quite day and relax on the beech. That’s fare and nobody gets board.
쏋


In these sentences are two words that may be similar to other words in
various ways, but do not have the same meaning. Cross out the mistakes
neatly and write the correct words out below:
쐌


In his dairy Adam noted all the matches he watched and all the gaols that were scored.

diary
쐌


goals

When she brought cloths, Molly often chose blue as it fitted her.

bought clothes
쐌
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suited

My aunt is a very good cooker and makes lovely deserts.

cook

desserts

ANSWERS:
Practising11c
Language 11c
Practising
Language

P11c

쏋

Here is a text about horses. Write:

쐌

C, if the line is correct;

쐌


P, if there is a punctuation mistake, then correct it;

쐌


S, if there is a spelling mistake, then correct it;

쐌


G, if there is a grammar mistake, then correct it.

Horses belongs to a family of mamals which also
includes zebras and donkies. They all had a single
hoof on each foot, a main on the upper part of
the neck and feed almost entirely of grasses. there

Keep a sh
arp eye
out for sp
elling,
punctuati
on and
grammar.

G S
S G
S
G P

belong mammals
donkeys have
mane
on Their

P P
G S
G S

adult’s
are breeds
the main

G
G
G
G
G
G

largest
smallest
are
pull
a

height is usually measured from hoof to shoulder
in units called hands. A hand is 10 cm, which is
the average width of an adults’ hand?
There is approximately 160 different breed of
horses in the the world, divided into three mane
groups: ponies, light horses and draught horses.
Shire horses are the larger and Shetland ponies
are the smaller horses. When a horse gallops, all
its hoofs were off the ground at the same time
for a split second. Draught horses pulls heavy
loads and light horses can take part in a races
and reach speeds of over 65 kilometres per hour.
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Practising12a
Language 12a
Read all about it!

Next time you watch a film, just think about the many
people who have contributed – often over several years –
to get that film made.

From Script to Screen
It all starts with the development of an idea into a film script. The life of a scriptwriter
can be a lonely one and usually there will be lots of rejections before finally the script
reaches a producer who likes it enough to want to make it into a film.
Once the producer owns the script, the next step is to find investors, as making a film
is a very expensive undertaking especially if big stars and special effects are involved.
The producer’s job is to coordinate all the elements and choose the right director and
actors who will fit the characters and help the film do well at the box office.
The director is in charge of how the actors portray their characters and the overall
look of the film and is often considered to be the most important person in the whole
film-making process.
All the rest of the crew are hired next. The most important are the director of
photography who is in charge of the lighting and cameras, the designer who decides on
locations and sets and the costume designer and make-up artists. There are hundreds
of people in a film crew, from the runner who makes the tea, to the members of the art
department who have to make or buy everything you see on screen.
Shooting the film can take many months and may involve hundreds of extras who
appear in the background to make the film look realistic.
Then it’s the turn of the post-production team who edit the film, choosing the best
shots and putting together the final film. Sound editors add the soundtrack – voices,
sound effects and music. Finally the film is duplicated, ready to be distributed.
Advertising now follows. Posters go up, the stars do interviews and the release date is
announced. Only the cinema audiences can make a film a success. Good reviews and full
houses mean that the film will make enough money to be a blockbuster…and everyone
involved can breathe a sigh of relief! So next time you watch a film, watch the credits roll!

P12a
쏋


EXAMPLE
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Find the job names of nine people mentioned in the passage
who are involved in making a film:

Scriptwriter
Producer
Actor

Investor
Director
Designer

Runner
Extra
Sound editor

Practising Language
and 12b12a and 12b
ANSWERS:
Practising12a
Language

쏋


쏋


This text contains some special cinema vocabulary.
Match each word with its definition:

soundtrack

scenery and furniture used in a film

script

list of people involved in making a film

extras

clothes actors wear when filming

location

images created using technical methods

credits

sound and music played during a film

special effects

a very successful film

costume

filming away from the studio

set

using a camera to record scenes

blockbuster

actors with very small parts

shoot

the text for a film

Select the sentence that best sums up the main idea of the passage: VARIABLE
쐌


A film will never be successful if it does not have good actors.

쐌


Everyone who works on a film is equally important.

쐌


Many people are involved in making a film.

P12b
쏋


EXAMPLE

Why is ‘From Script to Screen’ a good title? Give two reasons.

The title sums up the whole process from first to last and the
repetition of the sound scr- makes it catchy and easy to remember.
43
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Practising12b
Language

쏋

What’s your opinion? Comment on a successful film you have seen
and say why you think it was so popular.
쐌
쐌

Pirates of the Caribbean
Reasons for its success: It was an exciting and unusual story with
plenty of action. Also, there was not a lot of advance publicity
so there was a surprise element and it was a lot better An important sk
ill
is to be a
ble
than people expected.
to pick ou
t
Name of film:

main poin
ts
of a text.

P12c
쏋

쏋
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EXAMPLE

the

Summarise in bullet points, what has to be done while making a film:
Before shooting

During shooting

Once shooting is over

dea into script.
Acquire film script.
Find investors.
Hire actors and crew.

Director is the most
important person.
All crew and actors
play their part.

Post production put
film together.
Advertising organised.
Audiences decide!

You’re a producer!
Think of a book you
have read that you
think would make
a good film.
Write a short
advertisement for
EXAMPLE
a director.
Remember to say
what sort of film
you are planning
to make, what sort
of experience you’d
like the director to
have and any details
about actors,
location, etc.

DIRECTOR WANTED
F O R

E X C I T I N G

N E W

F I L M

Mr Marathon is a film about a group of children
who want to help their teacher enter for the Olympics.
Do you have the skills to help us? Filming in
August in Birmingham. Please phone for more
details. Make the film, make your name!
Workafilm Ltd, POwww.workafilm.net
Box 35MM, London

Practising Language
ANSWERS:
Practising13Language 13
Read all about it!

This short story is about one of the thousands of British
children who were evacuated during the Second World War.

THE JOURNEY

I

T seemed to Archie as he lay awake in the
darkness that the wind was going to blow
the whole world away. It rattled the old farm
windows and blew the branches of the apple
tree hard against the glass. He pulled the rough blankets
tightly around him and imagined as hard as he could
that he was still at home, still in his own little
room in the flat over the shop where he
lived with his parents and grandparents
in the bustling, busy, familiar streets
of the east end of London.
He’d never wanted to leave.
“Go away? No, I’m not going.
I’m stopping here with you.”
Then his mother had explained about the
bombs and the danger and how all his school was
going to the seaside and how it would be like a holiday
and he’d love it and come home again just as soon as it
was safe. So he’d believed her and when the day came,
he’d put on the new woollen pullover his grandmother
had knitted and his new leather boots, and, without
complaining or crying, gone to the station
with his small cardboard suitcase and a label
with his name on, tied around his neck.
The train journey had been fun with
the trails of smoke and copies of the Beano
to read and
jam sandwiches to eat.
And then it hadn’t been
so much fun. All the
children had been gathered
together in a large church hall and then they had been
split up as people had come and taken them away,
one by one.
“I want to go home,” whispered Archie to himself
in the darkness. The farmer and his wife seemed
nice and they’d told him to call them Uncle Bill and
Auntie Edie, but he found it hard to understand what

they were saying and how was he going to survive?
There were no shops, no streets, just fields of cabbages
stretching down to the sea and only a girl to play
with. “I’ll write to Mummy and tell her to bring me
home,” he decided and, comforted by this thought,
finally fell asleep.
When Archie woke up next morning, the storm
had blown itself out and the sky was a
dazzling blue. Downstairs Auntie Edie
was busy in the kitchen and she gave
him a piece of bread still warm from
the oven and a glass of frothy milk.
“Fresh from our Daisy,” she said as
she handed it to him. Archie didn’t know
what she meant but he was glad to have the
milk. There wasn’t much in London and it had to be
shared round. This tasted extra creamy. Just then the
girl, May, rushed in, her cheeks rosy and her long
plaits swinging. “I’ve been waiting for you,” she cried.
“Come on. I’ve got something to show you.”
Before Archie could protest, he found himself
following May down to a huge beach. She led him
along the sand for about half a mile and then put a
finger to her lips. “Sssh, don’t disturb them.”
They stood there for what seemed like ages and
then suddenly, one of the rocks in front of them moved
and then another. Archie stared. He could see great
spotted bellies and tails, he could even see whiskers.
“What are they?”
“Haven’t you seen seals before?”
Archie looked into the eyes
of the great grey seal lying closest
to him. It was fat and blotchy, but
he thought it was the most amazing
thing he had ever seen. “We don’t usually get so many,”
May whispered. “You’re lucky.”
Archie was quite sure then that the seal winked at
him. He winked right back.
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P13a
쏋


What details tell you that this story took place
during the Second World War (1939–1945)?
How would things be different today? Find at least five differences:

EXAMPLE

Historical details

1. Archie was going to write to his mother.

Understa
nding
the backg
round
to a story
is very
important.

Modern equivalent
1. Today he would use his smartphone
to text or email his mother.

2. Archie had blankets on his bed. 2. Today many children have
duvets / quilts.
3. He had a woolen pullover his 3. Children often wear fleeces
now when it’s cold.
grandmother had knitted.
4. Today he might wear
4. He had leather boots.
trainers.
5. Backpacks are now more
5. Archie had a cardboard
common.
suitcase.
쏋


Explain in your own words why Archie had to leave his home: EXAMPLE

It was World War 2 and cities were being bombed so children
would be safer in the countryside.

P13b
쏋
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Archie lived in London. What is the significance of this? EXAMPLE

London was being heavily bombed, so it was especially dangerous
and many children from London were evacuated to keep them safe.

Practising Language
and 13c13b and 13c
ANSWERS:
Practising13b
Language

쏋


Who are Uncle Bill and Auntie Edie?

A farmer and his wife who have taken Archie into their
home to live while he is evacuated.
쏋


Why do you think Archie found it hard to understand what they said?

The reade
r has to
understan
d things
without a
ctually
having th
em
spelt out.

They have a different accent to the London accent Archie is
used to.
쏋


Why do you think the writer chose to call this story ‘The Journey’?
Try to think of more than one reason.

It’s a physical journey from London to the countryside and it’s
also a journey away from danger and to another way of life.
P13c
쏋


At the beginning, Archie thinks he’s going on holiday.
What do we know that he doesn’t know?

We know it’s an evacuation because of the war and that
his family may be in danger and that he will not come
back until it’s safe.

쏋


Sometime
s the
reader is
in the
position o
f knowing
more than
the
characters
.

When Auntie Edie says “Fresh from our Daisy”, Archie doesn’t
understand what she means. Why not? What do you think it means?

Daisy is the name of a cow who has just been milked.
Archie does not know about life in the countryside so may not
even realise where milk comes from.

쏋


May asks “Haven’t you seen seals before?”
What doesn’t she understand about Archie?

May doesn’t realise that
Archie has lived a very different life in a city from the one she
knows and that he may never have seen the sea before.
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A good s
ummary
includes
“People often ask me the secret
all the
importan
t points
of telling great tales and the main
but not a
ll
the detail
s!
secret is that there are no rules. Of

Summaries
Keep to the point!

P14a
쏋


course you have to have something to write

Here is a famous writer giving
some advice to children on how
they too can write great stories.
Underline the main points.
Then express these as short
bullet points:
PLE
EXAM

쐌

쐌

쐌

쐌

쐌

쐌

쐌

쐌


No fixed rules.
Write in your own way.
Look around for inspiration.
Note down words, incidents.
Keep making up stories.
Do research if necessary.
Write without interruption.
Ask somebody to read it.

P14b
쏋
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Read this
fact sheet
on wheelie
bins.

OUR

WHEELIE
BIN
SERVICE

about so start looking at the world around
you and collecting your impressions and
feelings. Note down any interesting incidents
or funny things people say and then start
making up stories to go with them. You may
need to do some research to make sure your
story is believable – use books, the internet or
talk to people. Then go somewhere quiet so
you won’t be disturbed, and can write without
interruptions. Show it to somebody you trust
to get their opinion. So, what are you waiting
for? Get started! Enjoy creating your own
world and others will enjoy reading about it.”

Different sizes:
240 litres is the standard
family size that the council
will be giving to everyone.
Larger and smaller bins are
available. These are: small –
120 litres volume, large –
360 litres volume.
You can request that your
wheelie bin is changed to
a different size bin. Wheelie
bins will only be emptied
if they are left within reach
of the pavement, but not
on the pavement itself as

this could cause problems
for pedestrians.
Elderly residents who
are concerned about how
they can move their wheelie
bin around can ask for an
assisted collection.
This means that collection
staff will collect your bin
from wherever it is located
and return it to the same
spot after emptying it.
For any of these services,

call 020 8990 1280

Practising
Language
and 14c14b and 14c
ANSWERS:
Practising14b
Language

쐌


Your elderly neighbour, Mrs Lane, is worried about getting a wheelie bin
as she is not sure she will be strong enough to be able to move it herself.
Read all the information and then write her a very short note with the
main points of what she needs to know. Aim for 20 to 30 words.

EXAMPLE

Dear Mrs Lane,
I’ve found out about wheelie bins for you:

You can ask for a small one
and can have help moving it. Collection staff will take it to be
emptied amd then return it to its normal place.
Alex

P14c
쏋


Sometimes you have to be really brief and to
the point, e.g. in newspaper advertisements,
where you pay by the word. Harvey wanted to
put this advertisement in his local paper, but
it’s 129 words – much too expensive! After
rewriting it, he got the number of words down
to fewer than 30. Now précis the advertisement
to do the same.

Need a dog walker? Reliable 10-year-old
dog-lover offers to walk your dog for
£3 per hour (daytime hours), home
collection and delivery.
Phone Harvey: 0034 8876 1290

DO YOU
YOU NEED
NEED
SOMEBODY TO
TOWALK
YOUR DOG?
WALK
YOUR DOG ?
I am a very reliable 10-year-old boy
and I am available in the summer
holidays to take your dog for a
walk if you don’t have time or are
not well enough to take him/her
yourself. I am available from 10 am
to 5 pm and can go to the park or
the playing fields for an hour. I love
dogs and get on well with them
and my charges are £4 per hour or
£7 for two hours (but that is the
maximum time). I will pick up the
dog from your home and deliver
him/her back and I am saving up
the money to buy a bike. Please
phone 020 8070 1290 and ask
to speak to Harvey.
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Official language
Official language is the
formal way of speaking
or writing used by people in
government or other organisations
when they want to give
information to the public.

Unleaded

Diesel

Super

P15a




EXAMPLE

Official language uses certain words and phrases not normally
used when we speak and write. Circle the formal language
expressions in these statements:

Just as w
e need to
wear form
al clothes
on
certain oc
casions,
s
o
we need
to unders
tand
and use
formal,
official la
nguage.



Those wishing to request further copies may contact the secretary.



Forms may be obtained from the office.



It is expected that tickets will be available from 23rd June.



Customers are hereby invited to see the manager if they have any queries.



Unless specifically stated, refunds will not be given for unused tickets.

Now choose three of the statements and express them more simply
as though you were explaining them to a young child, for example,
If you want another copy, ask the secretary.

You can get more copies from the secretary.
You can get forms from the office.
You can tickets from the 23rd June onwards.
You can see the manager if you have any questions.
No money back if you don’t use the tickets unless we say so.
P15b
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Where might you expect to find the following examples of official language? EXAMPLE


Insert full name in block capitals.



All breakages must be paid for.

On a form
In a shop

Practising Language
and 15c15b and 15c
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EXAMPLE


Visitors are requested not to touch the exhibits.



Services in bold indicate non-stopping routes.



To be retained until destination is reached.



Affix recent photograph where indicated.



No admittance after start of performance.



Dogs must be kept on lead.

In a museum
On a timetable
On a ticket
On an application form
At the theatre / cinema / gig
In a park

Using the sentences above as examples, write three official notices:





Ask visitors to a zoo not to feed the animals.

Visitors are requested not to feed the animals.

EXAMPLE


Ask people to write their full address with post code clearly on a form.

Please insert full address and postcode in block capitals.


Make it clear that children cannot come in to see the film without an adult.

No admittance for children unless accompanied by an adult.
P15c


You need to write some official notices for your school fair.
Express the following information more formally. Use the beginning given: EXAMPLE


If you buy anything during the sale, we can’t give you your money back if you decide
you don’t like it later.
No refunds



for sale items will be given later.

If there’s a fire, don’t panic. Leave quietly by the fire exits which are all clearly marked.
In the event of



Children don’t have to pay to come in as long as they’re with an adult who does pay.
Entrance is



fire please leave quietly by the nearest marked fire exit.

free for children accompanied by a paying adult.

If you want a ticket for the barbecue, please see Mr Benzari.
Tickets

for the barbecue can be obtained from Mr Benzari.
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Be your own editor!

30th May 2014
Dear Mister, Please
send me a copy of
your new catalogue
to my address which
is 14 Milton Avenue,
Exeter EX9 5YO. Thank
you. From Wendy.

P16a
쏋


What a badly written
letter! Rewrite it more
formally and set it
out correctly.

Letters have
e
their own styl
.
ut
yo
and la

14 Milton Avenue
Exeter
EX9 5YO
Dear Sir / Madam
 am writing to request a copy of your
new catalogue.
Please send it to the above address.
With thanks.
Wendy Hall

P16b

4

Know the four features of playscript layout:
1. Characters’ names: down the side
of the page, in capital letters.
2. Characters’ words: a colon after their
name, and then what they say.
3. Characters’ actions: these go in
brackets or a different font.

1,3,
2

4. Stage directions: these appear separately,
in a different font if typing.

4

쏋
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1,2

Which of these playscript features are
used in this script? Write the number
in the margin, then continue the play,
using your imagination:

A whole crowd of peop
le are waiting in
the rain outside a thea
tre, many holding
autograph books and so
me with flowers.
CHLOE: She can’t be
much longer
surely? I’m getting so
aked.
SARAH: (looking at
her watch)
I hope not. We’ve go
t to go in
about ten minutes an
d I really
want to get her autogr
aph.
At this moment, the sta
ge door opens and
the crowd begins to chee
r expectantly.
t has
Playscrip
ecial
its own sp
o.
format to

contd...

Practising Language
and 16c16b and 16c
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EXAMPLE

Chloe: That’s not her! We can’t wait any longer.
Sarah: Never mind. We’ll get her autograph next time.
Suddenly Sarah grips Chloe’s arm and points into the distance.
Sarah: Look! Isn’t that her?
They both start running.

P16c
쏋


This extract has been set out correctly. However, what is missing is any background
information. Add some details between the lines so that the reader can picture the
scene; when you have finished, practise reading the extract aloud with expression.
“Could you help me carry this?” asked Josh.

He was struggling with a large box and was rather red in the face.
“Well, I’m in a bit of a hurry right now,” replied Connor.

E
EXAMPL
Dia
logue
must sou
nd
different
from
narration.

He was already late home for supper and knew Mum would be worried.
“Please. It won’t take long.”

Josh looked so tired that Connor felt sorry for him.
“All right.”

Josh smiled broadly and put the box down for a moment.
“You take that end. One, two, three and up!”

The boys raised the large box from the ground.
“Wow, it is heavy. What’s in it?”

Connor was amazed at the weight and staggered a little.
“It’s a surprise.”

Josh looked very mysterious and Connor’s curiousity was aroused.
“If I help you carry it, will you tell me?”

Josh thought for a moment and then realised he needed Connor’s help.
“OK. Have a look through that hole.”

Connor squinted through a small hole in the corner.
“Wow!”

He dropped the box in amazement.
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Conditionals and
supposition

P17a

When one thing depends on
another that’s a condition.

쏋


We use conditional
sentences when we want to
think about other possibilities
and what might have been
or could be.

쏋


Here are three conditional sentences with if.
Which one is about the past? Which one is about the
future? Which one is about an imaginary situation?
쐌


If I could fly, it wouldn’t take me
so long to get to school.

쐌


If I had started to play the piano when
I was five, I’d be very good now.

쐌


If I go to bed early tonight, I won’t
be tired tomorrow morning.

Imaginary

Complete these conditional sentences, using your imagination to
make suppositions about how things could be or could have been:

we made sure that the
earth’s resources were shared fairly.

쐌


We could get rid of world poverty if

쐌


If computers hadn’t been invented,

Past
Future
Conditio
E nal
EXAM
senPL
tences o
ften
contain th
e word
if and ca
n refer to
real or im
aginary
situations
.

the world would be a very different

place today.
쐌


If climate change makes Britain much hotter by the year 2030,

we’ll need

air-conditioning in our homes.
P17b
Other words we can use when we speculate about why something has happened are:

could
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might

must

can’t

may

Speculate
: to guess
or think of
different
reasons.

쐌


They must have gone away for the weekend.

쐌


They could be in the garden.

쐌


I may have had the wrong house.

쐌


They can’t have got home yet.

쐌


They might not want to speak to me.

Practising
Language
and 17c17b and 17c
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Practising17b
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쏋


Speculate about these two situations and their possible causes and outcomes:

EXAMPLE 1.

He must be very tired.
He can’t have any work to do.

2.

She might have fallen in the swimming pool.
She can’t have heard the weather forecast.

P17c
쏋


We often use conditionals when we
want to consider different possibilities.
Imagine you are a member of your
school council considering changes to
the school timetable.
Express your opinion on these points
using conditional sentences:

EXAMPLE

• School could start earlier and finish earlier.
• There could be longer morning and
afternoon play times but school would
have to finish half an hour later every day.
• Summer holidays could be shorter and
other holidays longer.
• Wednesday and Friday afternoons could
be devoted to sport and children could
make up for this by coming to school on
Saturday mornings.

If school started earlier, children might have to come to school in the dark in winter.

If children had longer play times, they might concentrate better
in class.
If summer holidays were shorter, that would be easier for parents
who work.
If children played more sport, they would be a lot fitter and
healthier.
If children came to school on Saturdays, they would have more
time for music, art, sport and so on.
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Making your point
We all like to argue sometimes
and put our point of view
across forcefully. But make
sure you see both sides
of the argument.

Statement of

opinion

Children
aren’t as
fit as they
used to be.

P18a
쏋


Back up the following two
statements of opinion with
examples/evidence that you
know for a fact or can suppose by looking around you:
쐌


Evidence for
your opinion
• Did you know
that...
• I’ve read that
...
• It’s a fact th
at...
• It’s said that
...
• Statistics sh
ow that only 5%
walk or cycle to
school compare
d
to about 80%
thirty years ag
o...
• Everyone in
my class is tire
d
after gym...
• Nobody in m
y class walks
to school...

Film stars and footballers make too much money.

Did you know that they can earn thousands
of pounds a week? That’s why a lot of people
dream of doing those jobs.
쐌


readers
Give your
t
of of wha
some pro
e
s
choo
you say:
s,
e example
iv
s
a
persu
ns or
illustratio
evidence.

Many children don’t have a good diet.

Statistics show that many people don’t eat enough fruit or
vegetables. Most of my friends like crisps and chocolate bars, and
some even have these for breakfast!
P18b
쏋


You also need to think about what possible objections there could be
to your argument and try to answer them:
Argument

Fox hunting
is cruel.
56

Possible objection
Foxes are also cruel to
other animals so they
deserve it.

Answer to objection
It’s a natural instinct for animals
like foxes to kill to eat, but we
only did it for sport.

Practising Language
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EXAMPLE

Argument

Possible objection

Children should
help their families
or carers with
housework.

Children don’t have
time as they have
schoolwork to do.

Adults also have work
to do and most children
have some time at the
weekends.

People who do
graffiti should have
to clean it off.

It’s often young
people who do it
for fun.

Children should be told
in schools that it spoils
the environment.

P18c
쏋


Answer to objection

A balanced argument should
make it clear there are different
sides to most questions.
Some useful expressions are:

“

There are many argu
ments for
banning cars in city
centres. However,
on balance, I believe
that this is not a
practical solution an
d that...

All things considered... On the one hand...
To sum up... My personal opinion is...
쏋


EXAMPLE

”

Continue these arguments: EXAMPLE
쐌


On the one hand, being an only child makes you independent and able to be alone,

On the other hand, you can sometimes be lonely and not have
anyone to share things with. All things considered, the best
thing is to enjoy being a member of your family whatever its size.
쐌


Although there is certainly a lot to be said for banning violence in cartoons,

my personal opinion is that we cannot hide from what goes on
in the world.
57
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E
H
T
R
O
F
G
N
I
CAR

E
D
I
S
Y
R
T
N
COU
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P19a

쏋

쏋


쏋


Here are five extra pieces of information.
Would you place them in the Protect, Keep, Leave, Think or Plan section?

쐌

Do not remove rocks, plants and trees – they provide homes
and food for wildlife.

Protect

쐌


Use gates and stiles whenever you can – climbing over walls and
fences can damage them.

Leave

쐌


Support the people who live in the countryside by buying what
you need in local shops.

Think

쐌


Don’t let dogs disturb bird nests – the young will soon die
without their parents to look after them.

Keep

쐌


Let someone know where you are going and when you expect
to be back – many places may not have clear phone signals.

Plan

Do you think there are more words in this leaflet that
refer to people than to animals?

Yes

No

Check if you are right. List all the words that refer to:
쐌


animals

쐌


people

animals, wild animals, farm animals, young animals, dogs,
horses, wildlife, bird parents
people, farmers, drivers, cyclists, walkers, everyone, others

P19b
쏋


Who is this advice intended for? EXAMPLE

 country people 쏋
 children 쏋
 teachers 쏋
 the general public 쏋

farmers 쏋

쐌


This leaflet gives information for every kind of
visitor and does not presume that people already know about the
countryside. Children can understand it but the language has not
been simplified for young children.
How do you know?
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쏋


Use the information in the pamphlet to answer this question and then EXAMPLE
express it in your own words:
쐌


쏋


쏋


Dogs should be on a lead at all times
near farm animals and from 1st March to 31st July on most
areas of common land.

When should my dog be on a lead?

Which sentence best sums up the passage?
쐌


When you’re in the country, always be prepared for danger.

쐌


People should stick to the roads and not go into fields.

쐌


The countryside is there for us to enjoy and protect.



Why have you chosen this sentence? EXAMPLE

This is the main idea of the whole leaflet and is emphasised at the
beginning and the end.
P19c
쏋


Design a poster to
encourage children
to be safe in the
countryside.
Choose your main
points from the
pamphlet, express
them in your own
words and add
some additional
information if
you like.
Think about
layout of the text,
eye-catching
headings and
some interesting
design.
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Read all about it!

In stories we can get to know all kinds of people. In this
short passage Owen tells us in his own words how he
reacted when he met someone very different to himself.

THE WITCH
“Oh no!” I gasped.
I’d finally done what I’d been trying not to do
since we moved into our new house. I’d kicked
my ball into the witch’s garden.
Quickly moving back from the fence in case
she saw me, I assessed the situation. My first
option was to leave my ball there to rot – but
what would Mum say? She was always telling
me to be careful with my belongings. My second
option was to execute a commando raid – leap
over the fence, grab my ball and dash back to
base. But what if the witch caught me?
The third option was, of course, the sensible
one. Go round and ask for my ball back. Some of
the kids at school, though, had told me that she
was a witch and I didn’t know who to believe.
“You’ll soon make new friends,” Mum had
said. “After all, we’ve only been here three
weeks. I haven’t even got to know the neighbours
yet.” Mum hadn’t seemed very keen on getting
to know our closest neighbour. A few days after
we had moved in, an old woman with straggly
grey hair dressed all in black, had waved to us
in the garden and shouted something, but Mum
couldn’t understand what she said and had
made me go inside.
Had I become a coward? I took a deep breath
and, before I could change my mind, I strode out
of my house and up to her front door. I was just
going to ring the bell when I heard voices.
Quickly I ran back to my own front garden.

I was amazed to see a boy come out, about
my age with short ginger hair. I knew he was
called Peter and was in the other Year 7 class.
“Hello,” he said. “Auntie Magda told me she
had new neighbours. She’s got your ball for
you, by the way.”
“Auntie Magda?” I burst out before he could
continue. “She’s your aunt?”
“No.” He shook his head. “I just call her that
to be polite. She’s a friend of my grandparents
so I visit her sometimes. They all came over
from Poland after the war together.”
“I thought she was a witch.” Immediately I
said it, I realised how stupid it sounded.
“Are you silly or something?” Peter looked
at me scornfully. “That’s just her Polish accent.
It’s difficult to lose it if you learn a new
language when you’re grown up. You should
hear my grandma...or maybe you’d think she
was a witch too.”
He started to walk off down the street.
I assessed the situation. I could let him go with
such a bad impression of me that he’d never
want to be my friend in a million years or I
could try to put things right.
I rushed after him. “I’m not silly,” I panted,
“or at least I don’t want to be. When I get my
ball back, can we play some time?”
He paused. I guess he was assessing the
situation too. “OK,” he said. “I’m just going to
the shops for Auntie Magda now, so I’ll see
you there when I get back.” He smiled.
“She’s making cakes!”
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P20a
Think carefully about what you’ve read and tick the best answer.
쏋


Who is Magda? Peter’s auntie
Peter’s grandmother

쏋


a friend of Owen’s mother

Owen’s neighbour

What is the relationship between Owen and Peter?
they are old friends

they are at the same school

they are next door neighbours
쏋




they are complete strangers

Why was Peter at Magda’s house? to help her with her shopping
to play ball

쏋




to weed her garden



to make cakes with her

Why didn’t Owen just leave his ball in Magda’s garden?
he didn’t want that ball any more



he knew his mother would be annoyed
he was afraid he’d damaged something
he wanted to play with his friends with it

P20b
쏋


List in notes form what you learn about Magda from the passage.
Try to find at least eight points.
쐌

쐌

쐌

쐌

쐌

쐌

쐌
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쐌


Magda is from Poland originally.
She came to Britain after the war.
She speaks English with a Polish accent.
She is friends with Owen’s grandparents.
She has grey hair.
She wears black.
She makes good cakes.
She tried to be friendly to Owen and his mother.

Some fac
ts are ea
sily
extracted
from a
passage,
but you
may have
to dig
deeper to
find
the mean
ing.
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쏋


EXAMPLE

쏋


What do you think it is about Magda that makes people think she is a witch?

It’s her appearance and the fact she’s a bit different and speaks
with an accent.
Who do you think is responsible for making Owen think Magda was a witch?
His mother, the children at school – or Owen himself? Give your reasons.

 think Owen is old enough to make up his own mind and he
should know that witches do not really exist.
P20c
쏋


EXAMPLE

쏋


How would the story be different if it were told from another point of view,
for example, in the 3rd person or told by Peter?

The fact that the story is told from Owen’s point of
view creates suspense because we are not sure who
Magda really is. We only find out when Owen
finds out.

Look at th
e
author’s
technique
in handlin
g the
narrative
style
and struc
ture.

How is the reader made aware of how much
time has passed since Owen moved house?

Owen’s mum talks about being
in their new house for three weeks when she talks about Owen
making new friends at school.

쏋


The author has obviously tried to convey a message. Do you think this
was done successfully and the moral issues made clear?

The moral of the story is that you hsouldn’t judge people by
appearances. Also, the author made me aware that we must keep
an open mind and heart and be ready to get to know people who
are different from us.
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Remember that

Become a proof-reader!
Top writers read their own work
with a critical eye and correct
any mistakes before showing it
to others.

apostrophes are used in two ways:

• Show omitted letters in contracted
forms of verbs: they have...they’ve

P21a
쏋


’

• Show possession: the people’s choice

Underline the twelve words that need an apostrophe and insert one:
Let me tell you about the Smiths who are our next door neighbours.

,

,

The Smiths garden is about the same size as ours but its always very untidy

,

as their childrens toys are scattered everywhere. There are three boys and

all their birthdays are in the same month so instead of having three parties

,

they have one big one and invite all their friends and their friends families.

,

Were always invited and we take three small presents, not one big one!

,

,

,

,

That wouldnt be fair, as the boys interests arent the same. Roberts passion

,

is taking photos, Andys is computer games and Sam, like me, just loves

,

,

animals. We dont have any pets so Im lucky to be able to play with theirs.

P21b
쏋


Here are some children’s comments on literature and what they
enjoy – but there are six vocabulary mistakes. Cross out the words
incorrectly used and write in the correct ones.
쐌


쐌


쐌
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“Biographies and history books
are my favourite types of fiction.”

non-fiction

“I prefer books with short acts, so
that I can read one every night in bed.”

chapters

“One day I will write my own biography, but
I need to do lots of interesting things first.”

autobiography

Practising
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쐌


쐌


쐌


“Last week I went to a book signing and the
playwright signed my copy of her latest story.”

author

“There are nine books in the same
trilogy and I’ve read them all.”

three

“Last night at the theatre, the audience were all
still laughing in the interval between the verses.”

acts

P21c
쏋


It’s easy when we’re inspired and writing fast to put in
extra words that confuse the reader. Cross out the twelve
words that shouldn’t be in this passage:

Reading
what you
’ve
written a
loud will
help
you to ch
eck that
it
makes se
nse and
says wha
t you
want it to
say.

What makes a hero?
Heroes in the past tended to be brave and more admirable
people who overcame such great difficulties to do what was
right and thought of the others rather than by themselves.
Then came the age of super-heroes who used that
their special super-powers to fight against all-powerful
villains for the control of the the entire world.
Now, in this new millennium, we like our heroes to have
a human being side. We want them heroes to be a more
complex and rounded characters, to have their own personal
difficulties to overcome and to face the real prospect of
failure. Then when the hero finally wins through to victory,
with sometimes at great cost and with the help of many others
people, we too can believe that happy endings are possible
and that we can all fight in our own ways to to make a better world.
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Proverbs and puns
Proverbs are short well-known sayings that give
us practical advice about life. Some proverbs
may sound a bit old-fashioned but many express
beliefs that are still just as relevant today.

P22a


Here are five well-known proverbs.
Match them to the appropriate situation.
When in Rome,
do as the Romans do.

Our MP says he’s ‘green’, but won’t reply
to our petition to extend recycling.

Actions speak
louder than words.

Rain made us cancel our match, but we
practised at the new sports centre instead.

Once bitten,
twice shy.

I’m staying with my friend next weekend
but I’m not sure what clothes I should wear.

Every cloud has
a silver lining.

I did badly in my test because my pen
smudged and I didn’t have a ruler.

A bad workman
blames his tools.

I won’t tell Tracy my secret.
Last time she told the whole class.

P22b


Make sure you know what these well-known proverbs mean, and
then write a situation which could have the proverb as a moral:
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EXAMPLE

Paul’s mum gave him a pound to buy
sweets but he dropped it down a drain and then started crying
that he wished he had been more careful.
Too many cooks spoil the broth. Lisa and her friends each designed
different parts for a large poster for their school concert. When it
was finished they saw there was no date and place on it!
It’s no use crying over spilt milk.

Practising
Language
and 22c22b and 22c
ANSWERS:
Practising22b
Language



Lucy was staying at
home for her holidays. Amy said she was going to Spain, so Lucy
wanted to go to Spain too. Actually, Amy wanted to stay at home!

The grass is always greener on the other side of the fence.

P22c


EXAMPLE

A pun is a play on words. They make us laugh – or groan – by bringing together
two very different meanings in one word. Explain the puns in these jokes:


What did the explorer say when he heard the koala singing? I just can’t bear it!

Pun on the homonym ‘bear’: koala bear; put up with something.



When is a truck not a truck? When it turns into a driveway.

Pun on these two meanings: turn into a corner, become transformed.



What’s black and white and red all over? A newspaper.

Pun on the homphone ‘red’ the colour and the past tense of ‘to read’.



We’re having Auntie Sofia for supper tonight. I’d rather have pizza, thanks.

Pun on ‘invite somebody for supper’ and ‘eat that for supper’.



Waiter, what’s this on my plate? It’s bean salad. I can see that. What is it now?

Pun on the homophone ‘bean’: a vegetable and ‘it has been’.


Write down some other jokes or riddles that depend on a pun; then practise
reading your jokes and riddles aloud to entertain your family. VARIABLE
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Poetic language
Poems come in all shapes and
sizes, but they have one thing
in common: to express their
ideas in an intense, concentrated
way, poets make full use of
the sound of words as well
as their meanings.

T H A W by Edward Thomas
Over the land freckled with snow half-thawed
The speculating rooks at their nests cawed
And saw from elm-tops,
poem by
Learn the
prepare
delicate as flowers of grass,
heart and
aloud to
to read it
What we below could not see,
ce. The
an audien
g
Winter pass.
for learnin
ideas
might
spellings
help you.

P23a
쏋


쏋
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Match the type of poetry with its definition or example:
limerick

has 14 lines and a special rhyme structure

ballad

aims to make you laugh

nonsense verse

shape represents an aspect of the subject

humorous verse

tells a story, usually in short regular verses

haiku

has five lines and is comic

concrete poetry

no fixed pattern of rhyme or rhythm

sonnet

short, has 3 lines, 17 syllables, and from Japan

free verse

meaningless, may have made-up words

Here are four first lines. What kind of poem do you think it’ll be?
쐌


Mary Muddles liked splashing in puddles...

쐌


There was an old man from my village...

쐌


Let me tell you the story of two brave men...

쐌


When the blogster saw a gloofer...

Humourous verse
Limerick
Ballad
Nonsense verse

Practising
Language
and 23c23b and 23c
ANSWERS:
Practising23b
Language

P23b
쏋


All the answers to this word
puzzle are connected to poetic
language and imagery.
쐌


쐌


쐌


쐌

쐌

쐌

쐌

쐌

쏋


He was as surefooted as a cat is an
example of a...

The words you, true, blue, do are
often used in songs as they...

r
a
a s
o n om

h
l
s
a

The strong-smelling scent of scarlet
snapdragons is an example of...

i m
me
i t
n a
a p
r h
c o
v e r

s
y
l
o
t

i l e
e
n
o
y
u
s

r
c
e
t
p
e

a
e
i
h
l

t i o n
a
m
e t

Sweetly dreaming in the evening makes a sleepy effect by using...
Hiss! Splat! Thud! Johnnie ran for his life makes vivid use of...

Here’s the train once again, don’t look back down the track has a strong beat and...
So the traveller came home, And never more did roam This is a rhyming...
Stanza is another word for...

Now write a similar clue for metaphor: EXAMPLE

a weight lifted from her
shoulders when she heard the good news is an example of a...

P23c
쏋


Edward Thomas, who wrote the poem ‘Thaw’, died fighting in World War 1.
Guess the meaning of these from the context:
쐌


rooks are

birds

cawed describes

the sound rooks make
쐌
 half-thawed means that the snow has partly melted
쐌
 elm-tops are the tops of the elm trees
쐌


쏋


What is the message of this poem? What is it saying about nature? EXAMPLE

Animals and birds are more sensitive to the passing of the
seasons than we are. Perhaps the message is that we should be
more aware and open to nature.
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Be your own editor!
Words are a writer’s tools...so
make sure you choose the best
ones for the job.

P24a
쏋


Underline any words in these sentences you
consider inappropriate for the type of writing.
Then suggest one or more better possibilities:
쐌


Official

Informal
쐌


Official notice: Permission will be
refused to any kids not accompanied
by a responsible adult.

children

Words ne
ed to
fit in and
should
not sound
out
of place!

Dreaming of winning the prize for best young poet 2014,
Georgia dipped her pen into the inkwell and started to write.

the
Make sure
use
words you
le
are suitab
e of
p
ty
for the
u
o
y
passage
.
g
n
are writi

switched on her computer
쐌


The class asked their head teacher if they had to write in pen
or pencil and she said she couldn’t care less.

she did not mind
쐌


When Queen Victoria was seen in public in her stretch limousine,
lots of people used to line the streets and cheer.

(horse drawn) carriage
쐌


Chris finished his letter to his elder brother who was working abroad and signed it
Yours sincerely, Chris.

Cheers! Chris
P24b
쏋


Check yo
u have
given you
r readers
all the info
rmation
they need
.

Add the information in brackets to the sentence. Use a variety of
punctuation (brackets, commas, dashes) and descriptive words and phrases:
쐌


The captain of our volleyball team is Freddie (he’s just recently been elected/the team
finished top of the league last season/Freddie is one of my best friends).

Freddie, one of my best friends, has just been elected as captain
of our champion volleyball team (finished top of the league
last season).
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쐌


Tara is having her birthday party next Saturday (she’s my sister/she’s going to
be 15 years old/the party is going to be in an Italian restaurant).

My sister, Tara, is having her 15th birthday party next
Saturday – in an Italian restaurant.
쐌


Midnight thought about how to defend his territory against the intruders (Midnight is
a cat/the intruders are other cats/his territory is his garden).

Midnight (a cat) thought about how to defend his territory, the
garden, against intruding cats.
P24c
쏋


Replace the words in blue with a word or term which has the same meaning.
쐌


쐌


쐌


쐌


쐌


쐌


There was an additional fact at the bottom of
the page which listed the team members.

Before you apply for a job, you need a document giving
details of your qualifications and your work experience.
Before we read one of Shakespeare’s plays, our
teacher gave us a short account of the main points.

When you comment on a poem, mention any use of
language to create vivid images like metaphors.
Titles of newspaper articles usually
printed in large letters often contain puns.

The story was told in the same order as the order
in which the events happened.

a footnote
curriculum vitae
synopsis / summary
imagery
headlines

chronologically
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